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Qualitative Analytics – Turn feedback in to action



We all know this model 
(after all, it is over 60 years old)

ROI

Impact to 
organisation

Behaviour change

Knowledge transfer

Learner feedback
75% - 96% of L&D functions think they are 
doing this well (it depends on the survey)

The vast majority of L&D functions say they struggle getting here



Experience

Confidence

Impact

Learners are still leaners, but technology has moved on.
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Worst practices

Asking lots of questions we are not going to day anything with

Phrasing questions differently for different courses

Asking different questions across modalities



Let’s look at some common methodologies



Lots of questions we think might be important

• How was the trainer?

• How was the environment?

• How was the food?

• Did you enjoy the material?

• …

• …

• …



A binary ‘yay or nay’



The NPS style question

“I thought the training was fine, it went a bit slow at 
times, but the food was AMAZING!!!!!”



Let’s assume we have some basic rules:

• Make giving a response super low effort for our learners

• Focus our respondents on what is most important to them

• Remove bias from the interpretation of responses

• Make any analysis super-simple (and maximise data captured)



“Describe your leaning experience in one word”



Long

Repetitive

Slow

Boring

Engaging

Informative

Empowering

Interesting

Sick

56% 44%
POSITIVE NEGATIVE

Sentiment analysis

For stakeholders For L&D



Quantitative AND 
actionable 

qualitative data from 
just one word



One (easy) way of doing this



You will need:

•A survey tool (Your LMS, LXP, Survey Monkey, MS 
teams…..)

•An L&D specific sentiment lexicon (list of words 
people use to describe L&D)

•A reporting tool (Excel, Access, Tableau, PowerBI…..)



Some sample survey data



A sample sentiment table



Counting the frequency



Filtering the most 
common negative 
words



Looking at the proportion of positive and negative



Building this into a bigger model



We can explore data and form hypothesis
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